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Abstract 
The process of baseline detection has an important role in optical recognition systems and document image analysis systems. It is 
widely used in many various preprocessing stages as a text normalization including skew, slant and slop corrections, writing lines 
straightness and characters segmentation, as well as in feature extraction process. In this work, a new framework for baseline 
detection and straightness for cursive handwritten texts is proposed based on analysis and extraction the directions features from 
the subwords of the text skeleton. Arabic script is chosen as a case study since it is cursive and widely adopted in many 
languages all around the world such as Arabic, Jawi, Urdu and Persian. The experiments results on a popular Arabic dataset 
showed the efficiency of the proposed framework. 
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1. Introduction 
Baseline in cursive script defined as the imaginary straight line whereas all characters align and connected over it 
in a specific part of each character [1]. Baseline provides essential information about text orientation as well as the 
location of ascenders, descenders, dots, diacritics and connection points between characters. 
For languages written horizontally such as Arabic, the Text line is virtually split into three regions: upper, middle 
and lower regions [2]. The upper region contains upper dots, upper diacritic, and ascenders; while the main part of 
characters, loops and connection points between characters are lies in the middle region (baseline region); whereas 
the lower region contains descenders, lower dots and lower diacritic. 
 
In Arabic printed texts, the baseline can be detected perfectly by finding the row that contains the most number of 
foreground pixels as shown in Fig. 1(a). While in handwritten scripts, this way is not fit due to the wide variety of 
free writing styles and irregularity in subwords alignment which caused when one of these five letters ،ﻭ،ﺯ،ﺭ،ﺫ،ﺩﺃ  
located in the beginning or middle of the word, as shown in Fig. 1(b).That leads to inaccurate in detecting a straight 
baseline for the text which conflicts with the definition of baseline as introduced previously. 
This paper consists five sections; the introduction of the work, the related works, the proposed framework, the 
experiment’s results, and finally the conclusions and future directions are reported. 
(a)   
(b)   
Fig. 1.Illustrationof: (a) success in baseline detection process for a printed text, (b) failure in baseline detection process for a handwritten text. 
2. Related works 
An overview of some popular approaches used in baseline detection of handwritten Arabic scripts is discussed in 
this section. 
A baseline detection method based on polygonally approximated skeleton processing had proposed by Pechwitz 
[3]. Farooq proposed another method which uses a two-steps linear regression after locating the local minima points 
of word contour [4], which achieve a reasonable enhancement of previous mentioned method in [3]. However, both 
of the methods results are conflict of baseline definition, since the linear regression algorithm is not working well 
with unaligned text. 
Boukerma proposed an algorithm that uses a piece-wise painting scheme to estimate the baseline by identifying a 
set of points to be used in the estimation process [5]. However, in case of large diacritics and small characters 
existence, the algorithm is defected.  
As a result, most methods are defected by diacritics, isolated characters, and short words. As well as, some 
binding points between characters and subwords are not intersecting with the estimated baseline in the right points. 
3. The proposed framework 
The detection process of baseline location is very useful in extracting accurate information such as writing 
directions, ascenders, descenders, dots and diacritics. Irregularity in Arabic script handwriting style is leading to 
irregularity in text components straightness. To overcome this problem, a framework is proposed to estimate a 
baseline for each subword separately which will be used later to estimate a straight baseline of the whole text (Fig. 
2).  
The whole process of the proposed baseline detection and straightness is illustrate as following, 
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For each document image: 
Step 1: Binaries the image using the method proposed in [6] (Fig. 3(a)). 
Step 2: Extract the subwords of text image using the method proposed in [7] (Fig. 3(b)). 
Step 3: Keep the main subwords body only (remove noise, dots). 
Step 4: for each subword, 
○ The general horizontal projection histogram [8] is applied for each subword (Fig. 3(c)). 
○ Calculate the threshold value “T1”, which equal the mean value of all black pixels (the vertical line in 
Fig. 3 (c)). 
○ Detect the candidates’ baseline regions where every region is the set of continues foreground pixels that 
exceeds the threshold value T1 (Fig. 3(d)). 
○ A robust text thinning algorithm is applied to ensure the text skeleton is a one pixel width only [9]. 
○ Perform a set of direction features on the skeleton to detect the horizontal and vertical adjacent pixels as 
well as the circles shape, where each one of them takes a unique label LH, LV and LC respectively. 
○ The landmark points will be assigned to the pixels that gather between two different labels (Fig. 3 (e)). 
○ The region that has the most number of landmarks will contain the baseline which will be the row that 
has the highest number of foreground pixels (Fig. 3 (f)). 
Step 5: Align all subword of text line on one horizontal straight line where all subwords baselines are lay on 
(Fig. 3 (g)). 
 
The effectiveness of the proposed image is obvious when a comparison is performed with the result of the 
baseline detection by horizontal projection profile method (Fig. 3 (h)). 
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Fig. 2. The proposed framework of handwritten Arabic scripts baseline detection. 
4. Experiments and results 
Many experiments are performed on the set_a of IFN/ENIT dataset [10] to validate the abilities of the proposed 
framework. As a definite result of the unconstraint process of handwriting as well as the differences in the topology 
of the generated handwritten texts from person to other, there is no ideal position of handwritten text baseline (Fig. 4 
(a-j)); on the contrary of the machine printed texts (Fig. 4 (k-o)).  
The initial results are very promising in solve many important problems that arise in baseline detection for both 
handwritten and machine printed cursive scripts such as in the case of diacritics, isolated characters and short words 
as well as the binding points between characters are laying over the baseline accurately, also all subwords are 
intersecting the straight baseline in the right location interval as shown in Fig. 4 (f-j). 
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(a)  (b)  (c)  
 
(d)  (e)  (f)  
 
(g)  (h)  
 
Fig. 3. An example of proposed framework steps (a)Original text image, (b)Subword extraction, (c) Calculation of T1 and T2, (d) Text skeleton 
and candidate baseline regions, (e) pixel labeling and landmark points assigning, (f) subwords baseline, (g) The final result of text baseline 
straightness, (h) The result of baseline detection process using the horizontal projection profile . 
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Fig. 4. Results of baseline detection using: (a-e) the horizontal projection histogram method [5], (f-j) the proposed method “handwritten text”, (k-
o) both the horizontal projection histogram and the proposed method “machine printed text”. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a new baseline detection method for Arabic script is proposed. The method consists of four main 
stages: connected component separation, calculation the average of the horizontal projection histogram for each 
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component, circle shapes detection, pixels labeling and landmark spots selection and finally baseline detection and 
straightness. The visual experiments demonstrate the high-quality performance of the proposed method on textual 
binary images. IFN/ENIT dataset is used in the experiments, and the results of the proposed method are compared 
with some other methods and it achieves a superior performance compared to them. Currently we are looking for 
further robust baseline relevant features to be used in both preprocessing and feature extraction stages to be tested in 
a complete recognition system.  
Currently we are developing the framework to be adjustable when dealing in different languages and we consider 
finding a set of baseline relevant features that can be used in text segmentation to characters as well as to be used in 
a complete recognition system. 
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